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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to find out the effect of the number block media on the numeracy ability of group B TK Dharma Wanita Kedurang District. This study used a quantitative approach with the type of research True experimental with Pretest-posttest Control Group Design. The population in this study was 26 children of group B. Determination of the sample in this study using saturated sampling. The data collected by using observation and test methods. Data analysis techniques to test in this study using the t-test. Based on the analysis by using a t-test, the t count was (4.005) while the t table was (2.056), which means t count > t table. So based on these results, it concluded that HO can't be accepted and Ha is accepted. Thus, it can be concluded that there is a significant effect of numbers media on the numeracy ability of group B children in Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang District. It suggested that the teachers could follow up on the use of numbers media on early childhood numeracy ability and teachers should make other games that can also determine children's numeracy abilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Education in Indonesia starts from early childhood education to higher education. Early childhood education has now sprung up in many communities, both in formal and non-formal education (Feruza & Rano, 2021). Formally, TK/RA provides educational services for early childhood. In TK/RA, children will be educated and trained in various areas of habituation development which include morals, Religious values, social and independence. In TK/RA children are also educated with various fields of development of learning activities which include language, cognitive, physical motor and art (Denkowska et al., 2020). Education at an early age is the most important education for children in later life. The quality of experience gained by children in early childhood will make it more meaningful for their future, naturally children are active learners they really like to observe, explore, imagine, investigate, gather information and share experiences (Bustamante et al., 2018).

Childhood is an important period in the development of human life because childhood is a very early period in the life span that will ensure development in the following stages. So that is why education in kindergarten is one form of early childhood education that has an important role in preparing them to enter the next level of education (Sumiati & Ismawati, 2018).

Providing stimulation through education given to early childhood can help them to optimize the development of all aspects. One of them is the cognitive aspect. The development of cognitive abilities is a very important stage of development in early childhood. Cognitive development is a thinking process that consists of the ability to connect, take initiative, and reason (Mabtuhah et al., 2022). Because cognitive is the intelligence of the mind that can be used quickly and precisely for the brain's thinking process. The mind is used to recognize, know and understand. Human cognitive development develops from early childhood to adulthood. Each aspect of child development supports each other. Cognitive abilities consist of general knowledge and science, concepts of shape, color, size and pattern, concepts of number development, number symbols and letters (Fridberg et al., 2018).

For early childhood, cognitive stimulation is very important to help them develop various abilities such
as logical thinking, problem solving, and counting. Counting itself is known to be an ability that parents expect their children to master, especially if they are about to enter elementary school.

Even so, it should still be noted that the development of children's reading skills can be caused by various factors including: a) heredity, b) environment, c) maturity, d) formation, e) talent and interest, f) freedom. These factors need to be considered so that the stimulation provided can have an optimal impact on children.

The aspects of counting ability possessed by children aged 5 - 6 years are mentioning 1 - 10 numbers, counting by numbers, matching objects, with numbers, recognizing letter shapes and consonants, sorting number symbols (Sari & Zainuddin, 2021). These abilities need to be developed by children to be used in everyday life.

Based on the results of preliminary observations made by researchers at Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang District, it was found that when teaching counting skills, learning media was still lacking. In the classroom, teachers stimulate children's counting skills using whiteboard media, LKA, and counting using seeds or small stones. Meanwhile, the use of educational game tools is less than optimal and media limitations.

Learning media is a very important and necessary tool, especially for cognitive development of children who still need concrete examples (Mayasari & Roesminigsih, 2012). There are so many media or APE that teachers can use in stimulating children's counting skills, one of which is using number block media. This media is said to make it easier for children to understand and understand counting or sorting numbers, and can affect children's counting skills which can develop when children are 5 - 6 years old (Restina et al., 2022).

The absence of the use of number block media in Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang Subdistrict in stimulating the counting ability of children 5 - 6 years old is one of the reasons for researchers to raise the title of this study. Aims to describe how the influence of number block media on the counting ability of children aged 5 - 6 at Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang Subdistrict.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

This research uses an experimental method with a quantitative approach. The experimental method is a quantitative research method used to determine the effect of independent variables (treatment / treatment) on dependent variables (results) under controlled conditions (Raco, 2018). With the design of true experimental design this research is Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design, said to be true experimental (actual experiment), because in this design, researchers can control all external variables that affect the course of the experiment (Abdussamad, 2021).

The population in this study were all class B students, where class B1 with 13 students and B2 with 13 students at Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang District, totaling 26 students. The sampling technique used in this study was Nonprobability sampling and used saturated sampling. This means that all members of the population are sampled.

Data collection procedures using observation in the form of observing all processes in the number block game at Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang Subdistrict. Second, the use of test instruments. The instruments used are oral tests and question sheets through number block media and number card media conducted on children. The data analysis technique used is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for data normality, the F test for homogeneity, and the T test for testing the hypothesis of the study.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Result

After it was found that the prerequisite tests had been met, namely normally distributed and homogeneous data, then testing with the T test was carried out with the following results:
Table 1. SPSS Output Hypothesis Test Using T Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeracy Skills</th>
<th>Equal variances assumed</th>
<th>Equal variances not assumed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.005</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.005</td>
<td>21.693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results of the data processing above with the SPSS application, it is known that the significance value is 0.001 < 0.005. And when looking at the value of r count of 0.853 > r table 0.361 which means Ha is accepted and Ho is rejected. So, the number block media has an effect in improving the counting skills of children aged 5-6 years. This effect can be seen through an increase in the results of descriptive statistics. As the minimum, maximum, and average values of the data collected in the control increased during the experiment. Can be seen in table 2 below.

Table 2. SPSS Output Hypothesis Test Using T Test

| No | Question Item Count | Post-test |  |
|----|---------------------|-----------|--|  |
| 1. | Maximum Value       | Experiment | 81 | 75 |
| 2. | Minimum Value       | Experiment | 68 | 58 |
| 3. | Mean                | Experiment | 74.1 | 67.0 |
| 4. | Std.Deviation       | Experiment | 3.73823 | 5.24404 |
| 5. | N                   | Experiment | 13 | 13 |
| 6. | Total Score         | Experiment | 964 | 871 |

3.2 Discussion

In this study, through the number block media, children were able to mention the number symbols of 10 numbers (from the range of 1 - 99), children were able to match pictures with number symbols 1 - 25, children were able to complete the addition of numbers 1 - 10, children were able to complete the subtraction of numbers 1 - 10. This is in line with research conducted by previous researchers who stated that Cuisenaire block media can help children in mentioning number symbols, and can match numbers with number symbols well, and mention the results of addition and subtraction (Astuti, 2018). Not only that, some previous researchers have also stated that there is an effect of number block media games on children’s counting and number symbol recognition skills (Pradana, 2016; Raudah et al., 2021). This is in line with the results in this study.

After being given treatment by applying number block games in group B of Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang Subdistrict, there were no more children who had not developed their counting skills. Through hearing and seeing directly the shape of numbers, children can mention numbers properly and correctly. When the teacher asks the child to mention the number pointed to the child can correctly mention the number and when the teacher asks the child to show the number mentioned the child can correctly point to the number. In addition, children are also able to develop basic math skills such as the ability to see, distinguish, and recognize numbers. It can be seen from the results of the post-test that children get higher scores, so it can be seen that there is an effect of playing number blocks on counting skills.

Based on the results of collecting and analyzing literature review sources that have been carried out by the author, it states that both the use of number blocks
packaged in the form of games or not, both have an influence on the counting skills of children aged 5-6 years. Because the number block game has advantages that make this game one of the right treatments to be given to children aged five to six years in mentioning the number symbol of 10 numbers (from the range of 1-99), matching pictures with number symbols 1-25, completing addition of numbers 1-10, completing subtraction of numbers 1-10.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the study, it shows that there is a difference in children's counting ability between students who learn with number blocks and number cards in group B at Dharma Wanita Kindergarten, Kedurang Subdistrict. The effect can be seen from the results of the analysis using the t-test obtained t count (4.005) while t table (2.056), which means t count > t table. So based on these results it is concluded that H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. Thus, it can be concluded that the number block media has an effect on the counting ability of children aged 5-6 years.
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